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there are also personal protection items, including everything
from glock handguns to large-capacity magazines. for me, the

truly unique aspect of the tacpack is the monthly preference box
with a box of 4-7 great products. i simply left it at that. unlike

many of the other subscription boxes i've seen, this one seems to
be structured with a clear idea of what it is and why it's for law
enforcement, outdoor/hunting, and other purposes. i try to be a

careful consumer when it comes to these offerings and ask myself
what would i do if i were a law enforcement officer and was in an
active shooter situation? data driven advisor jobs the boxes are
continuously distributed and there's no such thing as "busted"
box. there are five monthly choices: oct, nov, dec, feb and mar.
each of the five monthly choices are themed and can contain

different products. think of the oct box as fall hunting gear, the
dec box as winter gear, the feb box as spring gear, and the mar
box as a spring/summer gear box. you can keep an eye on your

preferences page in the upper right corner of the main box page,
which is tied to your account. when you click on this box, you'll
see what you have received and what's on the way. items sent

will be marked as "on" or "in" and you can review, like, or decline
anything you want to. there is also a "read more" link below the
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list of products that you can click on to read more about each
item. the colors are clear enough to easily differentiate the gear

from one another; green for tactical and blue for non-tactical. you
also have the option to turn off the notification for any item and/or

box or to have alerts sent to one or all email addresses you
provide. the alert information should also be emailed to you, with

a link to your preferences page.
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the splatter target was included to see what (if any) impacts the
various items had on each other. i like how tacpack designed

these types of products to be non-toxic so you dont have to worry
about cleaning up the aftermath. thats a nice touch. we also

received extras to add to our keysmart kit. along with the pro-2a-
themed package, tacpack also delivered a yearly membership to
its network. ive been a member of the company, and for what its
worth, ive received annual membership to their network before.
testing 1, 2, 3. the first item i decided to use was the armaspec
takedown pins. these pins were originally designed for taking

down a rifle in a way that didnt scratch the barrel or even dent it.
they look good enough for everyday carry and they were easy

enough to pop open. the next item to crack was the keysmart edc
kit. i was greeted with scissors, a keyring, a x-acto knife, a micro-

usb cord, and a mini notebook. while the notebook is pretty
spartan, its a nice treat for those who need to scribble notes or
review footage quickly. this is a great item to throw in a car and
be prepared for a situation. because its not much, you dont need
to worry about losing it. tacpacks products are somewhat lightly

censored, but dont worry, weve been promised that theyve
completed more robust encryption and they will be fine.

[tacpack]what are you getting for your birthday? it could be as
simple as a mail order box that would keep you on the right side

of the law. if you like what you see, feel free to pick up the
october box on tacpack.com when it goes on sale for $50 next
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week. the october box is called "the box of haunt and terror".
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